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CMETRIX STORE 
 

Background 
Cmetrix store is a new computer / IT store and it s in Abuja the federal capital 
Territory of Nigeria. The store manager wants to view cameras remotely on his 
ipad and other smart gadget and also at the store. 

 
Solutions  
In this project in partnership with Cmetrix store, GKB deploys GKB D3622TIR, 
D3622TIRO, and GKB D3822. All megapixel cameras with H.264 compression 
for effective storage, the cameras have inbuilt 8G micro SD card for redundant 
storage and for remote playback purpose. 
  
GKB provides NVR10 software for recording all network cameras and Viewer11 
for client monitoring station. The security guards log into the NVR with viewer11 and can only obtain 
live view generated from NVR10 server, security guards and other personnel however are unable to 
tamper with the system configuration.  
 
NVR10 Software also provides intelligent playback search such as missing object, foreign object, and 
motion detection etc to help guards locate event video more efficiently. The NVR10 also has AVI 
conversion and snapshot functions that help the guards to back up the event video and send to 
management further investigation.  
 
Benefits 
Using GKB solution is very cost effective. The free NVR10 recording software and Viewer11 client 
software are free but very powerful enterprise class and functionality. The features in the software are 
more than enough to support of Cmetrix store needs and in case of future expansion Cmetrix store 
just needs to purchase hardware because the software is absolutely free. The software is capable of 
recording and viewing up to 64 cameras, so there is no additional software license cost. 
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